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Judith Reidel
The Kitchen Lady
Judith is much more than The Kitchen Lady, she is soup to
nuts designer.
My husband and I moved to Long Island from Upstate New York,
Skaneateles. Judith Reidel was probably THE first “ local ”
we met. We purchased a contemporary “ d iamond in the
rough ” on Long Island’s North shore, surrounded by the LIS
and Fresh Pond, absolutely beautiful location, but the house
needed care and attention.
Judith welcomed our unique challenges and listened to all
our wants and desires. She designed a beautiful
contemporary kitchen given our limitations. Judith is the
designer and supplier of the cabinets, but she completes the
comprehensive project including measuring, laying out the
design, checking all the deliveries, keeping in touch with
the installer as the kitchen is installed and seeing the
completed work. She has wonderful connections with
honest/quality vendors to supply your appliances, granite,
hardware, sinks, faucets, lights, unique accessories and
skillful and superb workmanship for the demo, rebuild and
installation of the entire kitchen.
The Kitchen Lady has a knack for finding that unique piece
that claims your kitchen as your very own. She brings all
the colors and pieces scattered around the available
sources, and brings it all together in a meaningful,
artistic design.
Her design talents are not limited to the kitchen. Judith
designed and worked with us in our Den with custom
entertainment center and new bar complete with sink, dish
drawer, under counter refrigerator and wine cooler, along
with two separate beautiful bathrooms with marble and glass.
Judith makes things work. She always finds a solution to a
seemingly dead end situation. Most importantly, Judith is a
good, honest person with a lot of heart. My husband and I
would always recommend Judith Reidel for designing and
assisting with kitchens, bathrooms, entertainment centers
and bar. Any upscale project that evolves around cabinetry
and design with attention to detail.

